Day 1 (June 26, 10:30-12:00)
Introductions
Introduction to Life Talks Wisdom Concepts
Define What it Means to be Wise & What is Wisdom
Generational Differences in Terms of Heroes
Leaving a Legacy of Wisdom
- Why
- How
Interactive Activity - Values Sort
Homework Assignment – who was a wise person in your life, why did/do you consider them to be wise, what did you learn from them?

Day 2 (June 28, 10:30-12:00)
Introductions & Warm Up
Discussion Regarding Homework Assignment
Creating Your List of Wisdoms
- Examples from book
- Dad’s Video
- Prompts (open-ended questions)
- Start list
- Share with partner
Share/Submit Your Favorite Wisdom with Class – Class List
Questions & Answers, Evaluations